Abstract. In this paper we exhibit deformations of the hemisphere S n+1 + , n ≥ 2, for which the ambient Ricci curvature lower bound Ric ≥ n and the minimality of the boundary are preserved, but the first Laplace eigenvalue of the boundary decreases. The existence of these metrics suggests that any resolution of Yau's conjecture on the first eigenvalue of minimal hypersurfaces in spheres would likely need to consider more geometric data than a Ricci curvature lower bound.
Introduction
A minimal hypersurface Σ n in a Riemannian manifold M n+1 is one for which the mean curvature function H vanishes identically. The study of minimal hypersurfaces is one of the central topics in differential geometry, particularly in the case of ambient spaces having constant curvature. It is of great interest to determine how geometric data such as the spectrum of a minimal hypersurface depends on the ambient geometry (see [20] for some discussion).
One outstanding open problem is the following conjecture of S.T. Yau:
Conjecture 1.1 (Yau) . Let S n+1 be the unit (n + 1)-sphere with its standard round metric. Then the first eigenvalue of the Laplacian on a closed embedded minimal hypersurface Σ n ⊂ S n+1 is precisely n.
This important conjecture appears as problem 100 in Yau's 1982 problem list [26] , in his lectures [27] and again in his more recent review [25] . It is a natural conjecture since when the ambient space M is the round unit sphere S n+1 , the minimal surface equation shows that the embedding X : Σ n ֒→ S n+1 ֒→ R n+2 satisfies ∆X + nX = 0, where ∆ is the Laplacian on Σ. Consequently, the first eigenvalue must satisfy λ 1 (Σ) ≤ n, and it is not difficult to see that equality holds for Σ a great sphere, for instance. In fact, to the author's knowledge, Yau's conjecture has also been verified for all known examples of minimal hypersurfaces in spheres -see for instance [7] or more recently [21] .
In this paper we investigate the viability of approaching a proof of Yau's conjecture based on the positivity of Ricci curvature. The most significant progress towards a proof of the conjecture, due to Choi and Wang [9] , is indeed in this direction: Theorem 1.2 (Choi-Wang). Let Σ n be a closed orientable embedded minimal hypersurface in a compact orientable manifold (M n+1 , g). Suppose that the ambient Ricci curvature satisfies Ric g ≥ kg, k > 0. Then λ 1 (Σ) ≥ k/2. Remark 1.3. The conclusion λ 1 ≥ k/2 in fact holds for compact manifolds M with boundary ∂M = Σ, so long as the second fundamental form A and first eigenfunction φ 1 on the boundary satisfy Σ A( ∇φ 1 , ∇φ 1 ) ≥ 0. Indeed, the proof of Theorem 1.2 relies on choosing the side of Σ for which the latter condition is satisfied.
Also, Choi and Schoen [8] were later able to remove the orientability assumption.
In particular, since the standard metric g on S n+1 satisfies Ric g = ng, for minimal hypersurfaces in S n+1 we have the lower bound λ 1 (Σ) ≥ n/2. Recently, Ding and Xin [12] were able to extend the argument to mean curvature flow self-shrinkers, assuming a lower bound for the ambient Bakry-Émery-Ricci tensor.
The main problem we deal with in this paper is whether the Choi-Wang estimate may be improved by a factor of 2, thereby implying Yau's conjecture. Thus we ask if the following common generalisation of Conjecture 1.1 and Theorem 1.2 might hold: Conjecture 1.4. Let Σ n be a closed embedded minimal hypersurface in a compact Riemannian manifold (M n+1 , g), for which Ric g ≥ kg, k > 0. Then λ 1 (Σ) ≥ k.
For n = 1, Conjecture 1.4 (and hence Yau's conjecture) holds by a classical theorem of Toponogov [23] . Henceforth we consider the case n ≥ 2.
In this paper we are able to find a real analytic deformation of the standard metric on the hemisphere S n+1 + , n ≥ 2, which decreases the first Laplace eigenvalue of the boundary ∂S n+1 + ≃ S n whilst preserving its minimality as well as the ambient Ricci curvature bound. This provides a counterexample to Conjecture 1.4 in the class of manifolds with boundary, and is the main theorem of this paper: Theorem 1.5. Let n ≥ 2. Then there is a smooth metric g on the hemisphere S n+1 + such that:
• The ambient Ricci curvature satisfies Ric g ≥ ng.
• The boundary Σ = ∂S n+1 + is minimal with respect to g.
• The first Laplace eigenvalue of the induced metric g on Σ satisfies λ 1 (Σ) < n.
• The eigenfunction φ 1 corresponding to λ 1 (Σ) satisfies Σ A( ∇φ 1 , ∇φ 1 ) > 0, where ∇ is the gradient on Σ.
The final point about the sign of the second fundamental form A is significant in light of Remark 1.3. In particular, our result shows that the Choi-Wang argument cannot be improved by a factor of 2 if one considers only manifolds with boundary, that is, only one side of Σ. Consequently, although we are not able to offer a direct counterexample to Conjecture 1.4 in the class of closed ambient manifolds M, we believe that Theorem 1.5 provides good evidence that either a stronger property than positivity of Ricci curvature, or an argument more directly involving both sides of Σ, would be needed to improve Theorem 1.2 by the desired factor of 2.
It is reasonable to then consider whether there exist deformations of the standard metric that, to first order, decrease the first boundary eigenvalue yet preserve the Einstein condition Ric g = ng, not just the lower bound on Ricci curvature. To do so we decompose the first variation of the metric into the conformal direction f g + L ω g and the transverse traceless direction h. Here L ω is the Lie derivative by ω; for precise definitions one may consult Section 2. We obtain the following partial result that under certain technical conditions, such deformations do not exist:
Consider an analytic variation g = g(t) of the standard metric g(0) = g on M. Let ν be the outward unit normal on Σ, and decompose
where h is transverse traceless, with h(ν, ·) = 0 on Σ. Assume that the normal component v = (ι ν ω)| Σ satisfies ∆v + nv = 0, where ∆ is the Laplacian on Σ.
Further suppose that the Ricci curvature of M and the mean curvature of Σ are fixed to first order, so that
Of course for deformations preserving the Ricci curvature on the whole sphere S n+1 the first eigenvalue must be fixed, since it is known that the round sphere is isolated in the space of Einstein metrics. Our results may be compared and contrasted to an earlier rigidity theorem, found by Hang and Wang [14] in their study of the Min-Oo conjecture:
) be a compact manifold with boundary ∂M. Suppose that Ric g ≥ ng. Further suppose that ∂M is isometric to S n with its standard metric and finally that ∂M is convex in the sense that the second fundamental form satisfies A ≥ 0. Then (M, g) is isometric to the hemisphere S n+1 with its standard metric.
The Min-Oo conjecture itself was shown to be false by Brendle, Marques and Neves [6] , who also used a deformation method (together with a gluing argument) to produce a metric on S n+1 + having scalar curvature R > n(n + 1) and totally geodesic boundary isometric to the standard S n . Along these lines, it is perhaps interesting to note that a scalar curvature lower bound on M cannot provide any control on the first Laplace eigenvalue of the hypersurface Σ, even if Σ is totally geodesic: Remark 1.8. The standard metric on M = S 1 × S 2 (r) has constant positive scalar curvature R = 2 r 2 , but the totally geodesic surface Σ = S 1 × S 1 (r) has area 4π 2 r. By the celebrated estimate of Yang-Yau [24] for Riemann surfaces Σ of genus g,
the surface therefore has first eigenvalue λ 1 (Σ) ≤ 4 πr , which is much smaller than R = 2 r 2 for small r. Let us now outline the structure and main ideas of this paper. The spectrum of the Laplace operator is, in general, rather difficult to compute. In searching for counterexamples to Conjecture 1.4, we are thus led to consider deformations of the standard metric on the sphere or hemisphere, which has totally geodesic equator Σ. We will use perturbation theory for real analytic deformations to ensure that the spectrum varies smoothly.
Variation formulae for the relevant quantities Ric g , A and ∆ Σ , together with preliminaries on notation, conventions and Riemannian geometry, are collected in Section 2. In Section 3 we specialise the variation formulae to perturbations of the round metric, considering the conformal and transverse directions separately. The proof of Proposition 1.6 follows readily and is found in Section 3.3.
The proof of our main theorem, Theorem 1.5, requires only the conformal direction. It is found in Section 4, and proceeds in two main steps:
The first step is to construct an explicit conformal factor f such that under a conformal variation d dt t=0 g = f g, the first eigenvalue on the boundary decreases whilst the Ricci curvature lower bound is preserved, to first order in t. Fixing an eigenfunction φ 1 of ∆| Σ with corresponding eigenvalue λ 1 = λ 1 (Σ), the first variation in the conformal direction is formally given by
When n ≥ 3 we have c 1 > 0, so we choose f | Σ = ψ to be nonpositive, very negative near the zero set of φ 1 , and small otherwise, so that the first term dominates and d dt t=0 λ 1 < 0. We then extend f to the remainder of the hemisphere S n+1 + by setting f = F (r)ψ(θ), where r is the geodesic distance to the pole. For a suitable convex choice of F , the Ricci curvature lower bound will be preserved. When n = 2 we have c 1 = 0, which necessitates a much more careful choice of F (r) as well as bumping up f by a positive constant. In this case we require a mathematically rigorous analysis involving numerical calculation at a large set of points to verify one of the inequalities coming from the variation of Ricci curvature. The details of this analysis are presented in the appendix.
The second step in the proof of Theorem 1.5 is to correct the mean curvature of Σ, which varies under conformal change by n 2 ∂ r f | Σ to first order, to zero. Since the first order variation in mean curvature under an ambient diffeomorphism is governed by the Jacobi operator, as long as our choice of ∂ r f | Σ is orthogonal to the (finite) kernel of this operator, we may fix the mean curvature to first order by perturbing in the direction of an ambient diffeomorphism. Using the exact formula for the mean curvature under conformal changes, we then introduce a lower order correction to f that fixes the mean curvature exactly at zero.
Finally, keeping track of the first variation of the second fundamental form and explicitly solving the Jacobi equation with input ∂ r f | Σ allows us to show that the variation of Σ A( ∇φ 1 , ∇φ 1 ) is positive.
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Preliminaries
2.1. Riemannian geometry. In this paper we consider compact Riemannian manifolds (M n+1 , g) with a closed smoothly embedded hypersurface Σ n , n ≥ 2. We use g to denote the induced metric on Σ, and will use hats to distinguish metric quantities ( g, ∇, · · · ) on the hypersurface Σ from the corresponding quantities on the ambient manifold M. We denote by dV g the volume form attached to g.
We will use the summation convention for repeated indices, reserving Latin letters for the indices i = 0, · · · , n on M and Greek letters for the indices α = 1, · · · , n on the hypersurface Σ. Typically, we choose coordinates so that, on Σ, the e 0 = ∂ r direction corresponds to the outward unit normal ν and, near Σ, the corresponding coordinate r should parametrise unit speed geodesics that meet Σ orthogonally.
We define the second fundamental form A = A(Σ, g) of Σ with respect to g by A(X, Y ) = g(∇ X ν, Y ), which in our chosen coordinates has components given by A αβ = Γ α0β = −Γ 0αβ . The mean curvature is then
Note that with this convention the round sphere in Euclidean space has positive mean curvature. A minimal hypersurface is one for which H ≡ 0. We choose the convention for the Riemann curvature following Chow-Lu-Ni [10] :
ijk . The Ricci tensor Ric is then the covariant 2-tensor with components R ij = R p pij . We denote by g −1 Ric g the (1, 1)-Ricci tensor, and we understand the Ricci curvature bound Ric g ≥ kg to mean that the endomorphism g −1 Ric g −k is positive semidefinite.
It will be useful to record that the second fundamental form with respect to a conformal metric e f g is given (see [2] for example) by
and therefore the mean curvature in this conformal metric is
2.2.
Operators on symmetric tensors. Let Ω 1 (M) be the space of smooth 1-forms on M, and let S 2 (M) be the space of smooth symmetric 2-tensors on M. For ω ∈ Ω 1 (M), its divergence δ g ω is the smooth function given by δ g ω = ∇ i ω i . For h ∈ S 2 (M), the g-trace of h is given by tr g h = g ij h ij . The divergence of h is a 1-form δ g h, with components given by (δ g h) j = ∇ i h ij . We sometimes omit the subscripts when the metric is clear from context.
We will use the sign convention for the Laplacian that makes it a negative operator. That is, for arbitrary symmetric tensors, the rough Laplacian is defined by ∆ = g ij ∇ i ∇ j . It is convenient to define the Hodge Laplacian, acting on 1-forms by
i ω j and the Lichnerowicz Laplacian, defined for symmetric 2-tensors by
We say that λ is an eigenvalue of ∆ with eigenfunction φ = 0 if ∆φ = −λφ. On the closed manifold Σ, the eigenvalues of ∆ are well-known to be discrete and, in our sign convention, nonnegative, so we may order the distinct eigenvalues
In particular, λ 0 = 0 has multiplicity 1, and λ 1 is the least nonzero eigenvalue of ∆. We will denote by V λ the (finite dimensional) eigenspace corresponding to λ.
Adjoint decompositions.
When M is compact without boundary, an integration by parts shows that, up to a sign, δ :
Similarly, the adjoint of the divergence δ :
L, where L is the Lie derivative of g by (the metric dual of) ω,
Before continuing, let us record the commutators of δ and L with the Laplacian. The following is a theorem of Lichnerowicz (see [17] , or [11] ). Proposition 2.1. Suppose that g is a metric with parallel Ricci curvature Ric g . Then
Now, as in Besse [2] , taking the adjoint of the map (ω, f ) → Lω + f g leads to the well-known orthogonal decomposition
is the space of transverse traceless deformations, that is, h ∈ S 2 (M) satisfying δ g h = 0 and tr g h = 0.
When M has nonempty boundary ∂M = Σ, a boundary term appears in the integration by parts:
Thus the orthogonal decomposition becomes (see for example [22] )
where now we denote byS 2 (M) the space of transverse traceless deformations which satisfy the additional boundary conditions h 0j = h j0 = 0 on Σ, for all j.
2.4. Perturbation theory. Consider a variation g(t) of the metric on M, with g(0) = g and g ′ = h, for some symmetric 2-tensor h ∈ S 2 (M). Here, and henceforth, a primed quantity will denote its first variation, that is, (·)
(·). To avoid confusion with this notation for variations, derivatives of functions F of a single variable will later be denoted using dots,Ḟ .
Throughout, we will assume our variations are at least C 2 in t.
Ricci curvature. The first variation Ric
Since we are interested in the Ricci curvature as compared to the metric, we are more interested in the variation (g −1 Ric g ) ′ ; if g is initially Einstein with Ric g = kg, then this variation is given by
Second fundamental form. The first variation of the second fundamental form
) is not difficult to compute (see for example [18] ; note that our sign conventions are different):
Then the mean curvature H = H(Σ, g(t)) satisfies (2.15)
where h is the projection of h to S 2 (Σ). When Σ is totally geodesic, it is sometimes convenient to compute in the ambient space instead; in this case we have (2.16)
2.4.3.
Laplace operator. Berger [1] computes the first variation of the Laplacian and its spectrum on a closed manifold (see also [3] and [13] ). Applying Berger's results to Σ, we have
Here (·, ·) denotes the natural scalar product induced by g. If ψ, φ are in the same initial eigenspace V λ then, after some manipulations, integration by parts yields
Here, and for the remainder of this article, ·, · shall denote the L 2 inner product on Σ. We write ∆
is symmetric. Even under smooth variations of the metric, the Laplace eigenvalues may not evolve smoothly. However, by the Rellich-Kato perturbation theory [19, 16] , under real analytic variations of the metric g(t), the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of the closed manifold Σ do also vary analytically in t. In particular, we use the following statement as in Lemma 3.15 of Berger [1] :
) be a compact Riemannian manifold. Consider a family of metrics g(t), analytic in t, with g(0) = g. If λ is an eigenvalue of ∆ g(0) with multiplicity m, then there exist families of scalars Λ i (t) and smooth functions ϕ i (t), for i = 1, · · · , m, each depending analytically on t, such that:
Given such families of orthonormal eigenfunctions ϕ i (t), differentiating the condition that the ϕ i are orthonormal we have that φ i , ∆ ′ φ j = 0 for i = j, and
2.5. Geometry of round spheres. We realise S n+1 as the unit sphere in R n+2 , which has coordinate functions x 0 , · · · , x n+1 . We consider the upper hemisphere
which has boundary given by the great sphere
We will use g to denote the standard round metric as appropriate from context. For the standard metric g, the curvature tensor is given by R ijkl = g il g jk − g ik g jl . Thus g = g S n+1 satisfies Ric g = ng, and so the variation of the Ricci tensor at
Moreover, the Hodge Laplacian acts as ∆ H ω = ∆ω − nω, and the Lichnerowicz Laplacian ∆ L acts simply as
Typically we choose coordinates so that the standard metric g can be written (again, with e 0 = ∂ r ) as the warped product (2.24)
In terms of the coordinate functions on R n+2 , we take x n+1 = cos r, so that the equator Σ is the level set r = π/2. Note that this is consistent with Section 2.1.
In these coordinates, the Christoffel symbols of g S n+1 are given by
where Γ are the Christoffel symbols for g S n and δ γ α is the Kronecker delta. The warped product structure (2.24) also gives a decomposition of symmetric 2-tensors h ∈ S 2 (M) as in Delay's paper [11] ,
That is, if S(r) ⊂ S n+1 is the geodesic n-sphere at a fixed r, then u is the smooth function on S(r) given by u = h 00 , ξ is the 1-form on S(r) given by ξ α = h α0 and h is the projection of h to S 2 (S(r)) so that h αβ = h αβ .
Later, we will also use the warped product form iteratively, that is, we choose a coordinate s on S n so that the standard metric on S n+1 becomes (2.27)
In terms of coordinates, recalling that earlier we took x n+1 = cos r where e 0 = ∂ r , we now take x n = sin r cos s with e 1 = ∂ s . The eigenfunctions of the Laplacian ∆ on S n with the standard metric g S n are well-known; they are the restrictions of homogeneous harmonic polynomials on R n+1 , which we have realised as the subspace x n+1 = 0 of R n+2 . The eigenvalues are then given by d(d + n − 1) for the homogeneous harmonic polynomials of degree d.
In particular, the first eigenvalue of ∆ is n with multiplicity n + 1, and the corresponding eigenspace V n has a canonical orthonormal basis proportional to the remaining coordinate functions, which we denote
γ n and γ n is the volume of S n with standard metric g. It will be useful to compute C n and related integrals directly:
where B(x, y) is the beta function and again γ n−1 = vol(S n−1 , g).
Proof. In our coordinates, we have (2.31)
Making the substitution y = sin 2 s, the right hand side is then given by
and we recognise the last term as the desired beta integral. Similarly, we have (2.33)
and the same substitution in the right hand side gives
which we again recognise as the claimed beta integral.
It is well-known that the first eigenfunctions φ ∈ V n satisfy the Hessian equation
Moreover, since |x| = 1 on the sphere, we can decompose the squares of first eigenfunctions in terms of zeroth and second degree eigenfunctions -in particular,
Also, for i = j, the product φ 1,i φ 1,j is itself a second degree eigenfunction:
Deformations of the round metric
In this section we fix M to be S n+1 or S n+1 + , and consider deformations g = g(t) of the standard metric g(0) = g. Throughout this section we set h = g ′ .
3.1. Conformal direction. We first consider the conformal direction
, beginning with the diffeomorphism part:
• The Ricci curvature is preserved to first order, that is, Ric
Φ * t g, where Φ t is the one-parameter group of diffeomorphisms of M generated by X. Therefore
Note that this argument is still valid on the hemisphere S n+1 + , for example by taking an arbitrary extension of X to the whole sphere S n+1 . One may also verify this claim by direct computation using Proposition 2.1 and (2.22).
Now since the equator Σ is totally geodesic, we have
where ω is the projection of ω to Ω 1 (Σ). Since the Laplace spectrum is a geometric quantity, formally this should mean that the spectrum is fixed to first order as above. More generally we deal with the quantity ∆ ′ by direct computation: By commuting indices we have δ g δ g h = 2( ∆ + n − 1)δ g ω. Also tr g h = 2δ g ω. For ψ, φ ∈ V λ , then integrating by parts we can compute
Substituting into (2.18) and integrating by parts again then gives that ψ, ∆ ′ φ = 0. The variations of A and H can be essentially found in [15] , but since our setting is slightly different we include the computations here for completeness. Indeed, commuting indices we compute
Since Σ is totally geodesic, on Σ we have
Now we consider the conformal factors:
• The Ricci curvature varies as −2(Ric ′ g −nh) = (∆f + 2nf )g + (n − 1)∇ 2 f.
• The variation ∆ ′ of the Laplacian on Σ acts on each eigenspace V λ by
Then by (2.15) and since Σ is totally geodesic, we have that
For the variation of the Laplacian, we note that tr g h = nf , δ g δ g h = ∆f and
Similarly h, φ ∇ 2 ψ = −λ f, ψφ . Substituting into (2.18) gives the result.
Using (2.35) and (2.36) for the Laplacian of products of the first eigenfunctions φ 1,i on the standard sphere S n and integrating the second term by parts, we may simplify:
. We have
3.2. Transverse direction. Now we consider the remaining variations, those with
is the space of transverse traceless symmetric 2-tensors h satisfying tr g h = 0, δ g h = 0, as well as the extra boundary conditions h 0j = 0 on Σ = ∂M in the case of the hemisphere M = S n+1 + . We will use some formulae from [11] , in which the action of the Lichnerowicz Laplacian on transverse traceless tensors for more general warped product spaces is computed with respect to the decomposition (2.26). The relevant formulae are, for h ∈ S 2 (M) satisfying δ g h = 0, tr g h = 0,
Note that in these formulae ∆ and ∇ correspond to the standard metric g S n rather than the induced metric on S(r), which differs in scale. In any case, we will only apply them at the boundary Σ = S( π 2 ), at which these metrics coincide. First we recall that the Lichnerowicz Laplacian preserves the transverse traceless condition (see [2] for example); for the round metric this is easy to verify manually:
Proof. Since tr g h = 0, by equation (2.23) we have ∆ L h = ∆h − 2(n + 1)h and hence tr g ∆ L h = tr g ∆h = ∆(tr g h) = 0. Proposition 2.1 gives δ g ∆ L h = ∆ H δ g h = 0. Now we give variation formulae for deformations by transverse traceless symmetric 2-tensors. In particular we do not yet assume any boundary conditions for these formulae.
Lemma 3.5. Suppose that h ∈ S 2 (M) satisfies tr g h = 0 and δ g h = 0. Then:
• The Ricci curvature varies as −2(Ric
• The variation ∆ ′ of the Laplacian on Σ acts on the first eigenspace V n by
where ψ, φ ∈ V n and u is as in the decomposition (2.26).
• Finally, the mean curvature H = H(Σ, g(t)) varies as
Proof. The formulae for Ric ′ g and H ′ follow immediately from equations (2.22) and (2.16) using the transverse traceless property.
For the variation of λ, note that since Σ is totally geodesic, in our coordinates we have tr g h = −h 00 = −u and (δ g h) β = ∇ α h αβ = −∇ 0 h 0β , on Σ. Commuting indices we have that, again on Σ, Therefore if ∆ L h + 2nh has a sign, then it must in fact be zero.
We now use the explicit computation of the Lichnerowicz Laplacian. In particular, (3.7) reduces on the boundary r = π/2 to give 
Proof. Arguing as in Corollary 3.6, the Ricci conditions both imply ∆ L h + 2nh = 0. But for the round metric on S n+1 , there are no nontrivial h ∈S 2 (M) for which ∆ L h + 2nh = 0. In fact, from Boucetta's computation of the spectrum of the Lichnerowicz Laplacian on spheres [4, 5] , it is known that the least eigenvalue of ∆ L acting on the transverse traceless spaceS 2 (S n+1 ) is 4(n + 1).
Einstein deformations.
In this section we prove Proposition 1.6 by using our analysis of the conformal and transverse directions given by the orthogonal decompositions (2.9) and (2.11).
Proof of Proposition 1.6. Recall that M = S n+1 + with equator Σ = ∂M. Write g ′ = f g+Lω +h, where h ∈S 2 (M). Then by Lemmas 3.1, 3.2 and 3.5, the Ricci condition gives
Taking the trace gives ∆f = −(n + 1)f on M, and hence
Now assume that H ′ = 0 and that v = ω 0 | Σ satisfies ∆v + nv = 0. Using the decomposition (2.26), we note that any h ∈S 2 (M) has, on Σ, that (3.14)
The mean curvature condition then gives that ∂ 0 f | Σ = 0. But then we may reflect f to a C 1 (hence C ∞ ) solution of ∆f + (n + 1)f = 0 on the closed manifold S n+1 . Such eigenfunctions are known to be restrictions of coordinate functions on R n+2 , which satisfy
Ldf , Lemma 3.1 and Corollary 3.6 give that ∆ ′ Vn = 0. We conclude that λ 1 (Σ) is fixed to first order by Lemma 2.2.
Deformations of the hemisphere with Ricci curvature bound
In this final section, we consider the case of the hemisphere M = S 
4.
1. An explicit ambient conformal factor. Our first step is to construct an explicit smooth function f on M = S n+1 + so that the variation h = f g decreases the first Laplace eigenvalue on the boundary, whilst preserving the lower bound on Ricci curvature to first order. Specifically, this section contains the proof of the following:
There exists a smooth function f ∈ C ∞ (M) such that, if g = g(t) is a variation of the standard metric g(0) = g, with g ′ = f g, then:
• The variation of Ricci curvature satisfies (g
• The variation ∆ ′ of the Laplacian acting on the first eigenspace V n of (Σ, g S n ) is diagonal with respect to the basis {φ 1,i },
with µ i > 0 for i < n and µ n < 0.
Moreover, f may be chosen so that ∂ 0 f | Σ is orthogonal to the space V n .
Each µ i should be formally regarded as the first variation of the eigenvalue attached to φ 1,i . They will genuinely be the first variations under the analytic variation that we present later, in the proof of Theorem 1.5.
To construct the function f , we work with the coordinates r, s discussed in Section 2.5, so that the standard metric takes the form (2.27):
where 0 ≤ r ≤ π/2, 0 ≤ s ≤ π. Recall that in our realisation of the hemisphere M = S n+1 + , we had cos r = x n+1 | M , sin r cos s = x n | M . We will use functions of the form
where a is some constant, F is a polynomial in r 2 with (4.4)
and ψ(s) = − sin 2k s for some positive integer k. The restriction to even powers of r and sin s ensures that f is indeed smooth through the coordinate singularities s = 0, π and especially r = 0.
With f of this form, ∂ 0 f | Σ = cψ(s) may be alternatively written as a polynomial in cos 2 s = x 2 n | Σ . Therefore x i ψ has odd degree in x i , so by symmetry Σ x i ψ = 0 and hence ∂ 0 f | Σ is orthogonal to the first eigenfunctions φ 1,i , for each i = 0, · · · , n.
Boundary Laplacian.
On the boundary Σ, our choice of f, ψ restricts to
With this form the boundary integrals in (2.18) may be computed using Lemma 2.3:
Lemma 4.2. Consider the variation g = g(t), with g(0) = g and
g = f g, with f of the form (4.3). Then with respect to the basis {φ 1,i } of V n , the variation of the Laplacian acts on V n as ∆ ′ Vn = diag(−µ 1 , · · · , −µ n ), where the µ i are all equal for i < n, and
, where
)γ n−1 . Since f | Σ can be written as the restriction of a polynomial in x n only, for 0 ≤ i < j ≤ n we see that φ 1,i φ 1,j f | Σ is an odd function with respect to x i . Therefore Σ φ 1,i φ 1,j f = 0, so by Corollary 3.3 we thus have Our main aim is to choose f so that µ n < 0. Observe that the second term in (4.7) may be made negative by choosing large enough k, so long as n > 2. When n = 2, this term is instead always positive, and in fact increases with k. For this reason, we treat these two cases separately in the sections to follow. 4.1.2. Ricci curvature. Now to analyse the variation of Ricci curvature, we use our knowledge of the Christoffel symbols (2.25). Applying them iteratively, it is a straightforward computation to find the Hessian of f :
be of the form (4.3). Then the Hessian ∇ 2 f can be given in the block form
In particular, we have
Recall from Lemma 3.2 that with g ′ = f g, we have −2(Ric
is negative semidefinite. By Lemma 4.3, to verify this negativity at a point p ∈ M it is sufficient to prove the following three inequalities:
+Ḟ ψ cot r) (4.13)
These correspond to the lower right block, the upper left entry, and the determinant of the upper left block respectively. The ∆f + 2nf term will be somewhat easier to handle, so we have avoided expanding it explicitly here. 4.1.3. The case n ≥ 3. For n ≥ 3, we consider b > 0 and then take k > n n−2 so that the second term in (4.7) is negative. Then we will not need the scaling constant a, so we set a = 0. Lemma 4.2 then ensures that µ n < 0 and moreover that n i=0 µ i > 0, hence µ i > 0 for each i < n.
Our remaining strategy in this case is to choose F (r) = r 2m for sufficiently large m, in order to ensure that the variation of Ricci curvature is nonnegative. Note that with this choice of F we indeed have b = (π/2) 2m > 0 and c = 2m(π/2) 2m−1 > 0 . To prove that the variation of Ricci curvature is nonnegative, by continuity it suffices to verify the conditions (4.11), (4.12) and (4.13) away from the coordinate singularities at r = 0 and s = 0, π. Thus for the remainder of this section, we will assume 0 < r ≤ π/2, 0 < s < π.
For convenience, we set L = ∆f +2nf r 2m−2 sin 2k s . A straightforward calculation shows that, with our choice of f , (4.14) L = −(2m)(2m −
We will choose m large enough so that (2m − 1) >
and hence ∆f + 2nf < 0. Further calculations then give (4.17)
Again a straightforward calculation gives
Since tan r ≥ r for 0 ≤ r < π/2, we have r cot r ≤ 1. So in particular r 4 cot 2 r ≤ 4mr 3 cot r, and hence the first line is positive. The remaining negative terms we must handle are the last line and the kr 2 in the fourth line. We can estimate them as follows:
By (4.15) and (4.16), we have
Finally, we will have
For fixed k > n n−2 > 1, the right hand side of (4.23) is strictly less than 1, whilst the left hand side tends to 1 as m → ∞, so this condition is satisfied for large m.
With these estimates, equation (4.19) implies that D > 0, and thus we have proven
be a positive integer. Then there is a positive integer m such that
With this choice of k, m, the function f = −r 2m sin 2k s satisfies all the properties of Proposition 4.1. We thus choose the scaling constant a = ( 2 5 + ǫ 0 )b > 0 for a small 0 < ǫ 0 < 4/15, so that µ n < 0 and n i=0 µ i > 0, hence µ i > 0 for i < n. For our analysis we make the specific choice ǫ 0 = 10 −6 . Our strategy in this case is to find a particular F for which the variation of Ricci curvature is still nonnegative, despite the positive scaling a. Specifically, we choose the function 
A plot of the relevant quantities (4.11), (4.12) and (4.13) suggested that y was also a (possibly more natural) candidate for the function F . However, at present the author is not aware of a proof based on the above interpretation of y, and the analysis was simpler with the polynomial form of F .
We will verify the conditions (4.11), (4.12) and (4.13) at each point of M. The quantities E 1 and E 2 are manageable: A straightforward computation gives that
We thus require some relatively elementary, but tedious properties of F , which we defer to the appendix (see points (vi-viii) of Lemma A.2): With our choice of a = 0.400001, it follows that E 1 ≤ 4a − max(6(0.41), 1.9) < 0 and E 2 ≤ 4a − max(4(0.41), 2(1.1)) < 0 for all 0 ≤ r ≤ π/2, 0 ≤ s ≤ π.
The analysis of D is significantly more complicated. Our proof relies on obtaining crude bounds for the derivative, |∂ s D| ≤ 80, |∂ r D| ≤ 202, and numerically calculating values of D at points (r, s) on a sufficiently fine grid. In particular, the function D was sampled on a square grid with spacing δ = 10 −4 . Across all sampled points, the minimum value of D was found to be 0.01536 · · · . The mean value theorem then implies that
Further details are again left to the appendix.
Remark 4.8. For any choice of F , the function D is quadratic in σ = sin 2 s, say D = a 2 σ 2 +a 1 σ+a 0 . It is possible that the estimate D ≥ 0 could be manageable without the numerically driven, but still mathematically rigorous, computation presented above and in the appendix. Indeed, bounds similar to those in the above lemma establish that D ≥ 0 for the special values s = 0, π/2, π. Setting ∂ s D = 0 gives one further possibility for critical points, namely when σ = sin 2 s = −a 1 /2a 2 . A plot of −a 1 /2a 2 as a function of r ∈ [0, π/2] indicates that it is significantly larger than 1, which would complete the analysis since of course sin 2 s must be at most 1.
4.2.
Correcting the mean curvature. In this section, we complete the proof of Theorem 1.5 by first perturbing in the direction of an ambient diffeomorphism that corrects the mean curvature to first order, and then introducing a lower order conformal correction that fixes the mean curvature exactly at zero. We will verify that the resulting metric provides a counterexample to Conjecture 1.4 for manifolds with boundary, and satisfies the desired properties of Theorem 1.5 (possibly after scaling). For this section we fix a smooth cutoff function χ : [0, π] → [0, 100] such that:
• χ(r) = 0 for r ≤ π/3 and r ≥ 2π/3.
•χ(π/2) = 1.
Proof of Theorem 1.5. Let M = S n+1 + and consider the conformal factor f ∈ C ∞ (M) as in Section 4.1. The property that ∂ 0 f | Σ is orthogonal to V n = ker( ∆+n) is crucial: It means that there exists a smooth function v ∈ C ∞ (Σ) such that
Recalling that ∂ 0 f | Σ = −c sin 2k s and using that ∆ acts on the class of functions depending only on s by ∂ 2 s + (n − 1) cot s ∂ s , it is easily verified that an explicit solution to equation (4.28) is given by
where the coefficients satisfy a j = 2(j+1) 2j−1 a j+1 , a k = 1. Then we may fix a (smooth) 1-form ω ∈ Ω 1 (M) for which ω 0 | Σ = v. Explicitly, we may take for instance ω(r, θ) =χ(r)v(θ)dr, where r is as in the warped product (2.24), and θ are the coordinates on S n . For small t consider the (analytic) variation (4.30) g 1 (t) = g + tf g + tLω.
For u ∈ C ∞ (S n ), we also define a smooth extension map E :
Now consider the family of functions on Σ defined by
Since the mean curvature functional depends analytically on the metric and its derivatives, u is analytic in t. Moreover, by Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2, we have that
We may thus consider the real analytic family of smooth metrics
on M. Note that indeed g(0) = g. By the formula (2.4) for the mean curvature under conformal change, we have
Now since u ′ = 0, we have E(u) ′ = 0, and therefore the first variation of the metric g(t) does not depend on u. In particular, on M we have At this point we would like to conclude that the first eigenvalue λ 1 (Σ) varies by the µ i , but formula (2.19) will only apply if we already know that the φ 1,i are initial points of some smoothly varying families of eigenfunctions of ∆ g(t) . The key is that ∆ ′ Vn is already diagonal in the basis {φ 1,i }: By Lemma 2.2, there are families of L 2 (Σ, g(t))-orthonormal eigenfunctions of ∆ g(t) , suggestively denoted {ϕ 1,i (t)} n i=0 with corresponding eigenvalues λ 1,i (t), varying analytically in t, where λ 1,i (0) = n. By the discussion of Section 2.4.3, the variation ∆ ′ Vn must be diagonal in the basis {ϕ 1,i (0)}. But there is at most one orthonormal basis that diagonalises a matrix, up to sign and permutation, so we can indeed arrange that ϕ 1,i (0) = φ 1,i , and hence 
Now by Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2, and since v satisfies equation (4.28), we have
Using the explicit form (4.29) of v, we compute that cot s
and using Lemma 2.3 we indeed have
To finish the construction, choose a small ǫ > 0 so that nǫ/2 < −λ ′ 1,n . Since the variation g(t) is analytic, we conclude that for sufficiently small t > 0 the smooth metric g(t) on M satisfies the following properties:
• The boundary Σ remains minimal:
• The Ricci curvature is bounded below by
• The eigenvalues of the Laplacian ∆ on Σ satisfy
where i = 0, · · · , n − 1. In particular, the first nonzero eigenvalue is (4.46) λ 1 (Σ, g(t)) = λ 1,n (Σ, g(t)) < (1 − ǫt/2)n.
• The second fundamental form A = A(Σ, g(t)) satisfies (4.47) Σ A( ∇φ 1 , ∇φ 1 ) dV g(t) > 0, where φ 1 = ϕ 1,n (t) is the eigenfunction corresponding to λ 1,n (Σ, g(t)). Then the scaled metric (4.48) g = (1 − ǫt/2)g(t)
satisfies all the desired properties, and completes the proof, of Theorem 1.5. Points (i-ii) follow from point (iii), which implies thatḞ is increasing. Points (v, vii-xvi, xviii) are estimated in the same way as (iii-iv), after replacing the trigonometric functions using Lemma A.1. For point (vi), note that (Ḟ cot r) =F cot r −Ḟ sin 2 r , so point (xvi) implies thaṫ F cot r is decreasing. Checking the endpoints again gives the desired bounds.
To shorten the formulae, we define Q j to be the quantity estimated in the respective points of Lemma A.2. Finally, we record separately some estimates for ∆f + 2nf = ∆f + 4f . Proof. We compute ∆f + 4f = 4a − Q 12 sin 2 s − 2Q 6 cos 2 s. Estimating the convex combination by points (vi) and (xii) of Lemma A.2 gives the bounds as claimed. We may also compute ∂ r (∆f + 4f ) = −Q 18 2 , with grid spacing δ = 10 −4 . The working precision was set to 15 significant figures. The minimum value of D over the sampled grid points was found (at the point r = 0.76488 · · · , s = 1.5708 · · · ≃ π/2) to be m = 0.01536 · · · .
